
On This Day: July 24, 2000 –
Monday  Nitro:  Goldberg……I
Can’t Say It
Monday  Nitro
Date: July 24, 2000
Location: CSU Convocation Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Scott Hudson, Mark Madden

This is another request that was made so long ago that I don’t remember
the reason behind it at all. We’re just after Bash at the Beach 2000 and
Booker T is the new world champion. We’re on the way to New Blood Rising
which was another Russo mess of a PPV. Tonight we have Booker vs.
Goldberg in a match I vaguely remember. Let’s get to it.

There’s a cage over the ring.

Here’s US Champion Lance Storm to open the show. He asks for us to rise
for the Canadian national anthem as Mark Madden can’t shut up. After the
anthem, Storm says Americans need a hero. It’s not his fault that all
great wrestling champions come from Canada. He has Mike Awesome at New
Blood Rising so right now he wants a warmup match. Cue the Hardcore
Champion Big Vito, who wants this to be title for title.

US Title/Hardcore Title: Big Vito vs. Lance Storm

Storm jumps him to start but gets slammed down as well as clotheslined.
Vito pounds him into the corner but Storm comes back with a leg lariat to
take over. That gets him nowhere as Vito pounds him into the corner and
pulls out some weapons. A traffic cone is knocked into Storm’s testicles
and it’s table time.
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Vito takes too long though and Storm superplexes him down. An O’Connor
Roll gets two for Storm as does a small package. Vito snaps off an
overhead belly to belly suplex but the top rope elbow only gets two. An
Impaler puts Storm down for another two and they trade superkicks. Storm
throws on the Mapleleaf (half crab) and wins the Hardcore Title.

Rating: D+. This was part of the Storm super push where he won three
titles in three weeks and just barely lost the world title match in the
fourth week. Vito was a journeyman who did about the same thing no matter
where he went. This was decent enough, but I’m not sure why you would
open a show with it.

Booker T is coming to the ring.

Buy New Blood Rising! PLEASE!

Here’s Booker for a chat. He thanks the fans for their support because
without them, there is no Booker T. Booker talks about Jarrett whining
about how he lost the title to Booker at the PPV and the champ doesn’t
really seem to care. He says he’ll retain at the PPV and that’s about it.
Scratch that as here’s Goldberg (repeat x5).

Goldberg says that Booker guaranteed a title defense every week, so
tonight he wants one. Booker says cool but here’s Cat who I think has
some authority at this point to break up the staredown. Cat says the fans
pick the opponent (since when?) and they can vote on WCW.com from a list
of ten options. Goldberg chokes Cat out but Booker makes the save to give
us another staredown.

Back from a break and the announcers talk about what we just saw.

Billy Kidman jumps in on commentary and says he has a sex tape of him and
Torrie tonight. Oh dear.



David Flair/Ms. Hancock vs. Lieutenant Loco/Major Gunns

Hancock is Stacy Keibler and Loco is Chavo Guerrero, the latter of whom
holds the Cruiserweight Title. This is due to Gunns trying to give mouth
to mouth to David, Hancock’s man. They’re having a Rip Off The Camouflage
match at the PPV. Flair wrestles in a dress shirt and pants while Hancock
wrestles in a short dress. The guys start things off as Madden asks about
the tape.

The girls come in without tags and it’s a chase on the floor. Flair gets
pounded down into the corner and Stacy accidentally rams her head into
David’s crotch. That doesn’t seem to hurt but Stacy misses a cross body
and hits David by mistake. Gunns rolls her up for the pin. This is one of
those comedy matches without the comedy.

Gunns tries to give mouth to mouth to Chavo, who was knocked down by
something we missed. Stacy rips off Gunns’ top instead to reveal a camo
bikini top. Chavo gets back up and helps beat David up to clear the ring.
What was the point of this at all?

Jeff Jarrett wants a title match, so Cat gives him a handicap tag title
match against Kronik. Ok then.

Pamela Paulshock, a big set of fake breasts with a blonde attached, talks
to some guy in black who doesn’t say much. Apparently that was supposed
to be Sting and it sounds like him. He says the mask comes off tonight.

Goldberg says he’ll win the poll and if he doesn’t, he’ll kill someone.

We go to Kronik’s locker room and Brian Clark is out cold.

Tag Titles: Jeff Jarrett vs. Brian Adams

I think this is a tag title match. Jarrett jumps Adams as he comes in but



a clothesline misses and Adams hits his tilt-a-whirl backbreaker for two.
Back up and Jarrett whips Adams in but ducks his head like a schmuck,
letting Adams hit a piledriver for another two. They head to the floor
and Adams (more famous as Crush in the WWF) tries to ram Jeff into the
post but Jeff escapes and sends Adams in instead.

In a move that makes me pine for Memphis, Jarrett piledrives Adams on the
floor. Back in Memphis, that would be a months long angle. Here it’s good
for a two count in the ring. A middle rope punch (MEMPHIS AGAIN) hits
Adams but as Jeff goes up again, he gets caught in a bearhug. For no
apparent reason, Adams lets him go and tries a sidewalk slam, only to get
caught in a DDT from Jeff for two. Jarrett sends him into the corner but
jumps into a cobra clutch slam. Adams hits a legdrop for two (Madden:
“THAT MOVE NEVER WINS!”) and it looks like we’re getting to the end here.

Jarrett grabs the guitar and hits a shot to the throat when the referee
isn’t looking. That only gets two and Adams is mad. He uses the power
game for a gutbuster but a middle rope knee misses Jeff entirely. Clark
finally comes out and hits Jeff with the guitar, followed by the Meltdown
(pumphandle slam). It’s table time as Kronik wants High Times (double
chokeslam) but the referee breaks it up. That’s cool with Kronik as they
give him the chokeslam instead. The match ends with Jarrett running away.

Rating: D+. Not bad here but the ending was pretty stupid. WCW had a bad
habit (WWF did as well to be fair) around this time of just letting the
matches end with no real resolution, even in the form of a DQ or
something. Why Johnson wanted to help Jarrett wasn’t really mentioned but
maybe it was just because it was the right thing to do. Not bad here but
nothing great.

Vampiro says he’ll take care of Great Muta for Cat. Why does cat need
Muta taken care of you ask? I don’t know either. I was hoping you did.

Shane Douglas complains about Kidman’s sex tape.



Sting is leading in the fan voting poll.

Vampiro vs. Great Muta

This is a rematch from the US Title Tournament last week. Vampiro has the
Insane Clown Posse with him for the sake of getting my blood pressure up.
Cat (Ernest Miller) is guest referee for no apparent reason. Before any
contact is made, Vampiro hits Cat and it’s a SWERVE!!! Cat fights off
Vampiro but Muta kicks him down. This would be the start of a stable
called the Dark Carnival. No match for the most part.

Never mind as Miller gets up and beats everyone down. Great way to debut
a stable there.

Booker doesn’t care who he’s facing.

WCW World Title: Booker T vs. ???

It’s Sting. Apparently the mask is a bunch of bandages from Vampiro
burning him. That makes more sense and it only took an hour to tell us
that. Sting comes out but Goldberg jumps him. Hehe screw the fans.
Goldberg superkicks Sting and Sting has to be taken out on a stretcher.
Booker gets in anyway…and is immediately decapitated by a clothesline and
a powerslam. Booker heads to the floor and gets in a shot or two, only to
be sent into the steps to put him back down again. The champ is busted
open so Goldberg gives him an FU and hooks a cross armbreaker.

Booker gets the rope and the hold is broken….but Stevie Ray (Booker’s
brother and former tag partner) comes out and throws in the towel. Ernest
Miller comes out and declares Goldberg the winner……but he’s not the
champion because Booker didn’t quit. He made the rope and didn’t tap, so
why is the match over? This didn’t even make it to three minutes, but
hey, the world champ looks like a joke now so the point is made.



After a break, Booker wants the match to start again.

Buff Bagwell vs. Kanyon

Kanyon is doing the DDP imitation here….or at least he would if he was
here. Judy Bagwell is here with her boy and she yells at Kanyon for being
a coward. Buff declares himself the winner and it’s time to dance. A
cameraman puts the camera down and beats up Buff, only to have Judy make
the save. Buff takes the Kanyon Cutter and Kanyon chases Judy to the
back, shoves her in a car and leaves.

Buff gives chase after a break.

Kidman still has a sex tape.

Shane Douglas vs. Mike Awesome

Shane says he’s winning fast so he and Torrie can get out of the town.
Mike Awesome is now the Fat Chick Thriller, further proving that WCW had
no idea what they were doing a lot of the time. Awesome shoves him away a
few times before ramming Shane into all three buckles and then the mat to
cap off the series of ten shots. Shane gets clotheslined to the floor and
Awesome follows him out with a dive. How scary is it that he could do
stuff like that with such ease?

Torrie tries to interfere but is kicked away. The distraction works
though as Shane hot shots Awesome on the top rope to take over. A reverse
Hennig Neck Snap keeps Awesome down and it’s off to a chinlock. Awesome
taps but it doesn’t count for some reason, likely because you don’t tap
to a chinlock. Awesome slams Shane off the top and starts his comeback.

A splash gets two and an Alabama Slam looks to set up the Awesome Splash
but Torrie interferes again. Douglas gets in his signature chain shots to
the ribs but the sex tape pops up on the screen. You can’t see anything



of course but Awesome hits Shane in the head with a barbell that came
from somewhere for the pin.

Rating: C-. We had two interferences, a chain, a barbell and a sex tape
in this five and a half minute match. The tape went nowhere as it’s just
the two of them in bed kissing and that’s about it. Kidman would feud
with Shane for awhile in a feud that did nothing for no one and was more
proof that Kidman feuding with Hogan did nothing for him. Decent match I
guess but WAY overbooked.

Billy pops up on the stage with some underwear. Lance Storm tries to jump
Awesome but gets Awesome Bombed.

Post break, Douglas beats up the guy that played the tape.

Kidman comes back out and says that he’s made a ton of copies of the
tape, including one for Madden, drawing a hilarious response from the fat
man. Some guys are shown in the back watching the tape and Douglas yells
some more in the production truck.

Filthy Animals vs. Misfits in Action vs. Perfect Event vs. Natural Born
Thrillers

The teams are Rey Mysterio/Juventud Guerrera, Hugh Morrus/Lash Leroux
(Captain Rection and Corporal Cajun, which I won’t be calling them),
Shawn Stasiak/Chuck Palumbo and Sean O’Haire/Mark Jindrak respectfully.
This is in the Caged Heat cage, which is WCW’s name for Hell in a Cell.
It’s escape only and the last team in the cage is out of the four way
title match at New Blood Rising. Palumbo immediately goes for the door
but gets caught and beaten down just as fast. Konnan is on commentary
here.

This is more like a battle royal than a cage match to start, as everyone
is beating on everyone at once. O’Haire hits the first big spot of the



match, firing off the Seanton (Swanton) Bomb on Morrus. There are no
covers in this as it’s escape only remember. The fighting continues as we
see Rey and Juvi hiding in the corner of the cage. That’s pretty smart
when you think about it.

Palumbo hits a jumping back elbow on Morrus and in the chaos, the
Thrillers both walk out and advance to the PPV. Rey goes up for a cross
body onto Stasiak but Stasiak catches him in mid air. That’s more power
than he usually shows. Juvy dropkicks Rey onto Stasiak, sending Shawn to
the floor, where he and Palumbo make their escape. We’re down to the
Filthy Animals vs. the Misfits.

Morrus loads up the No Laughing Matter moonsault but Juvy makes the save.
The Bronco Buster keeps Morrus down….and then things stop making sense as
the Perfect Event lock the cage. No explanation is given for this but I
guess it makes sense in Russo’s mind. Mark Madden pulls out some bolt
cutters for Konnan who doesn’t use them immediately. The match basically
stops as Disco Inferno of the Animals goes up top and opens a door on top
of the cage.

Back in the ring the Animals set up a ladder because this match isn’t
overbooked enough yet. They beat down the Misfits so they can climb the
ladder and dive on them again. You know, because going through the
opening in the roof would make too much sense. Everyone is down after the
dive and for a second we actually get a breather. Morrus is up first and
climbs the ladder to escape, only to be stomped on by Disco who is still
on top of the cage.

Rey climbs up and it’s Juvi vs. Lash, the latter of which has done next
to nothing in this match. Konnan finally cuts the lock off the door as
Morrus fights off Rey and Disco (Rey is a heel here, if that gives you
any idea how stupid this company was) as the other two walk out the door.
So now there’s no one in the cage but the match continues. Tony: “We’re
completely lost.”



There’s a table set up on the floor and Morrus teases diving off the top
through Juvi through said table, but Rey stops him from killing himself.
Juvy gets up and stands the table against the cage before sending Lash
through it. Morrus and Rey go back through the roof and down into the
ring again because….well why not? It doesn’t last long though as Morrus
counters a rana into a powerbomb to escape and…..win I guess?

Rating: W. As in WHAT? Where in the world do I begin? First of all, why
would you have a big match like this to qualify for another match?
Second, why would you have a match like this to eliminate someone? Third,
why didn’t the match end when everyone was out of the cage? Fourth, if
they could go through the door only, WHY WOULD THEY GO ON THE FREAKING
ROOF?

Fifth, why would this match be on Nitro instead of on the PPV? Sixth, why
did it take Konnan so long to open the door? Seventh, why did Madden have
bolt cutters? Eighth, why were the first two teams in this in the first
place? Ninth, who thought Rey as a heel was a good idea? Finally, WHAT
DID I JUST WATCH???

Stevie Ray goes up to Goldberg in the back and yells at him, so Goldie
throws him through a glass window.

WCW World Title: Booker T vs. Goldberg

Booker jumps him in the aisle but Goldberg knocks him right back down. As
they head into the ring, Booker hits the ax kick and Goldberg is in
trouble. Never mind as he clotheslines Booker down and into a 360. A
powerslam puts Booker down and Goldberg pounds on the cut from earlier.
Jeff Jarrett comes out for no reason and hits Goldberg with a chair as
this is anything goes. SINCE FREAKING WHEN??? That makes Goldie mad so
here’s the Cat to kick Goldberg in the face. That gets him nowhere either
so Booker kicks him down for a second and the Book End (Rock Bottom)
retains the title in less than three minutes.



Goldberg immediately pops up and spears Booker down and hits a Jackhammer
to stand tall to end the show.

Ok before we get to the overall rating, let’s think about this main event
for a second. In total, the world champion has been in the ring about six
minutes tonight and has been destroyed twice in that span. Goldberg looks
like a monster that can’t be hurt and Booker looks like a joke. It took
an ax kick, a chair shot, a kick to the face, another kick to the face
and a Rock Bottom to put Goldberg down for about five seconds before he
destroyed Booker again to end the show.

Not to mention this all happened after the fans were told they could vote
and then had their pick knocked out, making it completely meaningless.
This would also be the sensible match after the even bigger mess that the
cage match on free TV was. They were out of business how soon after this?

Overall Rating: D-. WOW. Between the matches having no endings, the ones
that do ending screwy, the debuting faction looking stupid, the debacle
that was the world title stuff and the INSANE cage match among all of the
other stuff I’m forgetting, it’s no wonder why this company went out of
business so soon. Booker would manage five world title reigns in less
than a year, and it’s no wonder given how much they seemed to care about
him as champion. Why was this show requested anyway? It didn’t seem to be
anything special and it was certainly bad.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my
book on the History of Starrcade from Amazon for just $4 at:


